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flustix RECYCLABLE is a certification
mark that is independent of the german dual system for identifying recyclability. The partners DIN CERTCO
and accredited test laboratories offer safety, experience and a high test
standard. Benefit now from a recognized, independent license model: After
a successful laboratory test and a fee
for evaluating the result, there is only
the fixed annual license fee of € 500
for full use of the flustix and DINplus
combination sign flustix RECYCLABLE.
With the purchase of flustix RECYCLABLE, you are also allowed to advertise with the „DIN plus“ mark, which is
integrated in the flustix symbol and
meet the requirements of the Packaging Act §21.

The flustix RECYCLABLE mark is independent of the german dual THE FLUSTIX
system. It is the safest way to identify recyclability.
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Together with the established partner
DIN CERTCO, flustix certifies the recyclability of products. Manufacturers
of sustainable packaging can receive
the flustix RECYCLABLE trustmark in
a quick and uncomplicated way. The
basis of the testing process is a laboratory analysis, in which the recyclability of the materials used in the packaging is proved.

Together with DIN CERTCO,
flustix offers the RECYCLABLE
seal, as well as five additional
consumer trustmarks. Our
certification marks cover the
areas of plastic reduction,
plastic-free,
microplasticfree, use of recycled plastic
and recyclability.
flustix - RETHINK PLASTICS
stands for safe and independent labeling of plastics and
products‘ sustainability.
All information about the
flustix Initiative can be found
on the flustix website.

ﬂustix RECYCLABLE is used to identify and certify packaging
that are made from recyclable materials.
ﬂustix RECYCLABLE certiﬁcation basics:
DIN EN 13430 Packaging - Requirements for packaging for material recycling and,
based on DIN EN 13430, DIN EN ISO 14021 "Environmental labels and declarations";
Section 21 (3) of the german Packaging Act. The “DIN plus” mark is integrated into the
sign, as well as in the certiﬁcation and the licensing.
The mark can be printed in one or more colors in compliance with the CI guidelines.
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flustix RECYCLABLE:
The certification for circular packaging
Is your company a pioneer in the use of recyclable materials and you want to clearly
communicate your commitment? Then choose the flustix RECYCLABLE seal.
How is the circularity of your packaging determined? Among other things, it is classified whether there is a sorting and recovery infrastructure for material recycling and
whether the sortability and separability of components is guaranteed. In addition,
it must be ruled out that incompatibilities of components can disrupt the recycling
process.

REC YCL ABL E

Recyclable materials as a future-oriented solution:
Recyclates that can be recycled will help to reduce
unnecessary plastic production and pollution worldwide.

Benefits of the RECYCLABLE certification


- B2B: Certification of packaging
- B2C: Certification of packaging at the POS
- Facilitation of international trade through established
standard bases
- DIN Plus integrated in the sign
Packagings of household goods, cosmetics, textiles, stationery are among others suitable for certification. Manufacturers in the B2B sector, e.g. suppliers can have their
goods labeled with flustix, too.

- Independent communication of recyclability
- Recognition under the Packaging Act
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How to apply
1. Request

5. Licence

2. Offer
RECYCLABLE

4. Test Result
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3. Analysis

1. Submit your application request for flustix RECYCLABLE
to via our online form.

2. Our certification partner will prepare an individual offer for product
testing based on the certification programme.

3. Our partner laboratories carry out the material analysis. Thanks to
our network, tests can be carried out worldwide.

4. If the analysis of your packaging corresponds to the certifica-

OUR PARTNER FOR CERTIFICATION
flustix and its partner DIN CERTCO Gesellschaft für Konformitätsbewertung mbH promote the circular economy in various areas. DIN
CERTCO is an accredited certification company of the TÜV Rheinland
Group and the certification body for issuing DIN symbols and other
signs. Due to its independence, neutrality, competence and many years of experience, DIN CERTCO enjoys a high reputation at home and
abroad. The flustix initiative has been active in plastics sustainability
since 2017, recognized by the Federal Environment Agency, the EU
Commission and continuously in dialogue with relevant NGOs.

tion principles, certification for labeling the packaging with the
flustix RECYCLABLE / DIN plus symbol can take place.

5. After purchasing the license, you can use the flustix RECYCLABLE
/ DIN plus symbol for advertising on and for your product packaging.
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References
& flustix Licencees
The EU mentions flustix as „good
practice“: „The certification label is
an educational support for empowering consumers in their daily shopping decisions.”

Siegelklarheit.de is an initiative
of the Federal Government for
transparency on consumer trustmarks. Since Sept. 2020 flustix
has been included on the platform.

Siegelklarheit
www.siegelklarheit.de

https://circulareconomy.europa.
eu/platform/en/good-practices/
flustix-labelling-plastic-goodssupport-responsible-consumption

The Verbraucherzentrale claims the
flustix certification as trustworthy.

FrankfurterAllgemeine
Allgemeine Zeitung,
Frankfurter
Zeitung
05.10.2019, Nr.231, P.20
05.10.2019, Nr. 231, P. 20
The „Verbraucher Initiative“, a
federal association for consumers
recommends flustix as a good
orientation for shopping.

https://verbraucher.org/aktuelles/
pressemeldungen /mikroplastik-die-kleine-grossegefahr?rec=1
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We are here
for you!

FLUSTIX
Kronprinzendamm 20
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+49 (0) 30 3982 0696 2
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